About Dreamweaving and Citizens' Assembly
by Kathy on January 4, 2022, 7:12 am

WHAT IS DREAMWEAVING?
Dreamweaving is a collaborative, holistic approach which has been designed to weave together
different ideas from multiple architects, and in this instance the process will expand to include a
cross-section of multidisciplinary experts and diverse members of the community, along with the
added support from planners from the Vastu Shilpa Foundation (VSF i.e. the office of BV
Doshi).
It is intended to provide an opportunity for us to share the collective experiences of many
Aurovilians which would help the Vastu Shilpa Foundation to develop a Detailed Development
Plan (DDP) - the aim of which is to create a nourishing lived experience on the Crown in
harmony with Auroville’s ideals and vision.
WHAT IS THE DREAMWEAVING PROCESS?
The timing of the phases of the Dreamweaving method will be finalised in coordination with the
participating architects (to be held within the first seven weeks of 2022 as indicated in the
proposed dated timeline attached), but the essence of the methodology will unfold as follows.
The process begins with 3 days of input on relevant studies and context (updated program for
these days is attached). The purpose of these sessions is to introduce the architects
participating in the Dreamweaving process to the theoretical background and analytical
studies required to inform their work. After this the architects will each work on their initial
proposal over a two/three week period and then come together for a day (or two) to present
them to the other members of the team.
After each architect has explained the essence of their concept the other architects take it in
turns to give positive feedback on those aspects of the design that they like as well as specific
aspects that they feel might not work - in and around this feedback the facilitators (David and
Mona) will attempt as much as possible to keep opinions regarding design approaches and
styles out of these exchanges.
Over the course of this interactive day (or days) there will also be opportunity for the experts,
representatives, selected residents and Vastu Shilpa Foundation to give further feedback to the
designs.
Each architect then heads back to the (metaphorical) drawing-board to rework their design
proposals, consciously integrating all those ideas from other architects that resonate with their
particular approach.
There will be at least one more round of exchange and integration after this and in the final
round of critique the best overall design will be chosen by the architects themselves who have
worked together.
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All work will then be submitted to Vastu Shilpa Foundation for their consideration - but the
scheme that has been chosen by the participants will be highlighted and a written explanation
provided describing why people have chosen it and explaining the relevance of the particular
design elements that are felt help elaborate the concept of Auroville as a yogic town
WHAT IS THE CITIZENS ASSEMBLY EXPLORATION GROUP AND WHY ARE THEY
INVOLVED?
The Citizens’ Assembly Exploration group came together in 2019 to experiment with the
Citizens’ Assembly model of decision making and imagine it in the context of Auroville.
We have been inspired by this model as Citizens’ Assemblies around the world have
demonstrated that they can help to promote fair, inclusive and transparent debate of difficult
issues, reach effective, well informed, deliberative conclusions and build trust and legitimacy.
This process also has the potential to embody the values of unending learning, building trust by
getting over individual biases, and harvesting a deeper understanding of the collective. The
random selection also allows participation from a diversity of people who would otherwise not
participate in large meetings or feel welcome in expressing their views.
Our experience from the first pilot assembly on ‘Creating a water vision for Auroville’ in March
2020/Jan-Feb 2021 is that Citizens’ Assembly could be a powerful tool for Auroville and a
critical component for our collective decision making processes. You can read the full report of
this assembly here. Since then, we have been working on integrating the insights from the
previous assembly and reflecting more deeply on the questions of decision making in Auroville.
WHAT IS THE ROLE OF THE CITIZENS ASSEMBLY EXPLORATION GROUP IN THE
DREAMWEAVING PROCESS?
As we continue to explore how we can build processes for a meaningful and constructive
deliberation in our community, we are happy to support the Dreamweaving exercise between
the architects of Auroville and provide them with logistics and facilitation support. While we look
forward to this collaboration between a large number of professionals, we feel it is also a great
opportunity for the wider community to hear from diverse perspectives and deepen our
understanding about this critical issue.
To be able to receive feedback from the community during this exercise, we will be selecting
randomly from the master list (confirmed Aurovilians aged 18 and above) who will have the
opportunity to participate in the final two dreamweaving sessions and provide feedback on the
work of the architects. This will be done in the presence of RAS for transparency and we plan to
start reaching out to the randomly selected participants in the coming week.
We will aim to ensure that all participants are well informed and supported to participate fully in
this process. We will also explore how we can engage the wider community in this process too
and capture feedback in a meaningful way as we know the architects and Vastu Shilpa
Foundation are keen to hear as many voices as possible. We will share details of how this will
be done soon (and welcome support for anyone who is interested to help us in this task)..
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Auroville Radio and Aurora’s Eye Films have generously offered to help us capture the process
so that it can be accessed by the community. Auroville Radio will be providing live streaming
of the sessions so that everyone in the community has access to this information. Likewise
Aurora’s Eye Films will be documenting the process.
We will also be sharing our observations at the end with the community about this process and
our insights from it to inform future community processes and citizens’ assemblies.
We would like to thank all those who have given support and encouragement and assure
everyone that we are committed to an inclusive and transparent process. We welcome any
suggestions, concerns or questions you may have. Please feel free to write to us
at caexploration@auroville.org.in.
Auronet: https://auroville.org.in/group/citizens-assembly-exploration
Website: https://caexplorationauroville.wordpress.com/
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